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Copyright © 2014 TantraCURE.com
No part of this book may be copied, reproduced or transmitted in any form
whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording,
or by any informational storage or retrieval system without express written,
dated and signed permission from the author.
Offenders in violation of the copyright are liable to be prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.

Disclaimer
The contents in this book are for educational purposes only.
You follow the advice at your own risk. This book should in no way replace
professional help if that is what is needed in your case. If you suspect you
have a condition requiring such treatment, you are encouraged to seek
professional help before engaging in the practices included.
While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in
this book, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.
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SEXUAL STAMINA TRAINING

Week 3 Training
Program

EXERCISE GROUP 1: Warming Up
SEXUAL YOGA
EXERCISE 1: Earth Awakening
EXERCISE 2: Water Awakening
EXERCISE 3: Fire Awakening
EXERCISE 4: Air Awakening
EXERCISE 5: Intention Alignment
If you do not remember the details of these exercises see the training
manual from day 1 in Stamina Fundaments or see the training video in
this weeks online training.
.
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EXERCISE GROUP 2: Awakening
STEP 1: THRUSTING WITH VISUALIZATION 3x14 THRUSTS (3 mins)

This exercise will help you to become more aware of the pelvic area while
also practicing your breathing and thrusting coordination.

A. Stand in the warrior pose.
B: Lift your arms up to the front and slightly to the sides.		
C. Start thrusting with your pelvis making sure that you tilt the pelvis as
much as possible. Perform 7 thrusts while inhaling and 7 thrusts while exhaling.
While thrusting make sure that you are AS RELAXED AS POSSIBLE in all
3 areas down there!
D. When you have gotten into the rhythm of this then visualize that you are
making love with your woman - she might be lying on a table in front of you.
Make it vivid - imagine her moaning with pleasure. REMEMBER YOUR
REGULAR BREATHING!
E. The following is optional depending on your ability to visualize.
While inhaling, thrusting and visualizing your woman in front of you then
imagine your breath going all the way down to the pelvic area and imagine
that the fresh air is helping the muscles down there to relax.
While exhaling focus your attention in the middle of your chest. Imagine that
your chest area is radiating love in all directions.
(This is where the air awakening exercise from the warming up series
comes in handy!)
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STEP 2: 3 HALF POWERLOCKS WITH FLUID CONTRACTION (3 mins)

A. Stand in the warrior pose.
B. Breathe deeply in through the nose.
C. Contract all the muscles in the pelvic floor - Area 1, 2 and 3 in succession - the successive fluid contraction from Area 1 to 3 will ensure that the
sexual energy is pushed backward towards the Coccyx (bottom of spine).
D. Contract your buttock muscles.
E. Count to 9
F. Breath out BUT KEEP THE CONTRACTION DOWN THERE.
G. After a few seconds you release the contraction.

After these half powerlocks the sexual energy is lead out of the pelvic
area. If you have done this correctly you will notice an energizing of the
entire body.
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EXERCISE GROUP 3: Pelvic Training
New in this week: 40 second square breathing
In this week we introduce a very long cycle of “square breathing”. While
performing 20 second clenches in area 2 you will be performing a square
breathing cycle that lasts for 40 seconds. This can be difficult to achieve as
the lungs start gasping for air in the last phase (the void retention).
As you gain mastery it will become easier and easier for you to perform
these long square breathing sessions - and the benefits are ENORMOUS.
You will be oxygenating your blood at a very deep level, something which
helps you to control the switching process between the sympathetic/parasympathetic nervous systems - meaning that you can keep yourself in a
calm lucid state for prolonged periods without your body going into fight/
flight response (which usually happens in the case of men who suffer from
premature ejaculation).
Through breath control you also start gaining control of your heartbeat and
metabolism. Deep sea divers use these kind of breathing exercises to enlarge their lung capacity and advanced yoga practitioners use breathing
exercises to enter into deep states of pratyahara (Sanscrit term meaning
“sensory withdrawal”). In these states deep mystical states of union with the
divine can be attained.
Deep breathing also allows you to control your mind. Instead of being an
unconscious process your breathing becomes something you are more
aware about - and this brings your awareness into THE PRESENT MOMENT! A very important skill when it comes to the attainment of sexual
mastery.
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DAYS 1-6
ALL DAYS (18 minutes):
Area 2: 1 x 72 Flex
Area 2: 2 x 21 5 second clenches.
Area 2: 1 x 21 10 second clamps

ADDITIONALLY ON DAYS 4-6 (6 minutes):
Area 2: 1 x 7 20 second clamps. Performed with square breathing.

NOTE: This is how you perform square breathing for 20 second clamps:

While clamping:
1) INHALATION:

Inhale slowly for 10 seconds

2) FULL RETENTION: Retain the breath for 10 seconds

While relaxing:
3) EXHALATION:

Exhale slowly for 10 seconds

4) VOID RETENTION: Remain with empty lungs for 10 seconds
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EXERCISE GROUP 4: Sublimation
ADVANCED ABDOMINAL BREATHING
1. Sit on a chair, spine straight, feet on the floor and head up.
2. Place your hands on your knees facing inwards and relax your shoulders.
3. Inhale through the nose and feel how the lower part of the abdomen
becomes filled with air.
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4. Exhale forcefully with the mouth so that the lower part of the abdomen
is pulled back. Suck your belly up and behind your ribcage by creating a
vacuum. To create this vacuum then go through the motions of sucking
air in but not opening your mouth - and closing the glottis in the throat.

5. Repeat the exercise doing steps 3-4. Repeat ad lib for 5-10 minutes.

ATTENTION! If you feel any kind of dizziness while performing this meditation then rest for a while or skip this exercise. You can always return on the
following day.
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EXERCISE GROUP 5: Distribution
DEEP ORGAN RELAXATION (10 mins)
This is the sexual energy distribution technique you received in this week the full yogic body and organ relaxation.
Please listen to the mp3 for this week which you can download in the members section.
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EXERCISE GROUP 6: Awareness
THE AWARENESS MEDITATION (10 mins)
Sit down on a chair or a stool with a straight back and your head up. Your
feet placed comfortably on the ground.
Say to yourself:


“I am now going to enter a deep meditative state in order to increase my ability to
become aware”



When you can feel the state of what it is you would like you can then proceed:
“Three – I am now at my level three, a level where I feel relaxed in my body”
“Two – I am now at my level two, a level of mental relaxation. Sounds do not dis-		
tract me anymore but help me go even deeper”
“One – I am now at my level one, a level of relaxed inner focus where I feel deeply
calm and relaxed”



Now prepare to go even deeper into the meditation:
“I will now count down from 10 to 1 and when I reach 1 I will be thinking at a level
where my thought forms are a thousand times more powerful than normal”.



“10, 9, 8, 7, 6” (count down slowly)
“At the count of 1 I will be at a level where my thought forms are a thousand times
more powerful than normal”
“5, 4, 3, 2, 1” (count down even slower)
“I am now at a state of deep meditative awareness where my thought forms are a
thousand times more powerful than normal”.



Now gently fix your attention in the middle of your forehead. Feel how this focus is
gradually energizing the area in the middle of your forehead. Keeping your eyes 		
closed look upwards and inwards towards the middle of your forehead.
Feel your whole body as deeply relaxed. Feel how your attention is naturally flowing to the middle of your forehead, relaxed and effortless

MEDITATE NOW FOR 7-10 MINUTES. IF YOU ARE WATCHING THE TRAINING VIDEO
YOU WILL BE GENTLY GUIDED BACK WHEN THE MEDITATION FINISHES.
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EXERCISE GROUP 7: Visualization
THE BLUE CYLINDER EXERCISE (UP TO NAVEL PROJECTION - “M“)
1. Sit down on a chair with a straight back, your feet solidly placed on the
ground.
2. Now gently feel your pelvic area
3. Feel the area that stretches from the tip of your penis, going under the
penis, the testicles, the perineum, the anus and which ends in the area
of the spine which corresponds to the level of the naval. We will call this
point “M”.
4. Feel for tingling sensations in this area. Perhaps you feel it as a feeling
of tension. This is your sexual energy.
5. Now imagine this energy field stretching from the tip of your penis, past
your anus, past your coccyx and up the spine to point M as a blue cylinder.
6. When the visualization is clear for you in your inner mind then feel the
whole area again - this time more in depth. Feel the areas where the
sexual energy is extra strong - visualise these areas as red spots inside
of the blue cylinder.
7. Now you start a SWEEP: Gently focus your awareness in the tip of your
penis and gradually move this awareness from the tip to the point M on
your spine. As you sweep along the cylinder then visualise that when
you encounter a red spot that you are gently sweeping it along. Move
this spot with your mind towards your anus and when you encounter
other red spots along the way you take them with also.
8. Now your sweep reaches all the way to point M and keep your attention
there for a short while and feel your sexual energy accumulating there.
9. Now again gently focus your awareness in the tip of your penis but at
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the same time have a gentle awareness focused in point M - simultaneously. Again you start a sweep.
10. Starting from the tip of your penis you gradually sweep, inwards, towards point M again. Again collecting any red spots that you may encounter along the way. And we sweep. Past the testicles, perineum,
anus, coccyx and focus your attention in point M. Feel the sexual energy accumulating there. And we repeat the sweep.
11. Repeat steps 9-10 for 5-10 minutes.
12. That’s good enough! (You can stop the sweeps)
13. Now you can feel that all the red sexual energy has been accumulated
in point M - gently relax in your whole body and imagine the red sexual
energy dissipating out of point M and into your whole body. As you
breathe in feel this energy dissipating out of point M and into your whole
body. As you breathe out imagine some of this energy running up your
spine all the way to the top of your head. Breathe in, feel the energy
from point M filling up in the whole body and breathe out, feel the energy going all the way to the top of your head. Feel the energisation of
your whole body.
14. That’s good enough, now gently return, open your eyes.

This sweeping movement should become so automatic for you that you
can do it easily and automatically in your lovemaking.

